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Interview with Dr.  Viraj Mane:
Manager at Ontario Genomics

By Pedrum Mohammadi-Shemirani

Dr. Viraj Mane is a Manager for Business Develop-
ment & Research at Ontario Genomics (OG), where he 
focuses on their water & forestry portfolios. He received 
his PhD in Human & Molecular Genetics from Baylor 
College of Medicine. After graduating, he went on to se-
cure post-doctoral positions in immunobiochemistry and 
nanotechnology. After realizing academia might not be 
for him, he transitioned into the private sector, where 
he worked as a technical analyst for the United States 
Department of Defense. Upon relocating to Toronto, he 
initially secured a position at the MaRS Innovation Office 
focusing on technology commercialization for discover-
ies coming out of hospitals & universities. He was then 
connected to his current position at OG, where he is 
more focused on project management and business de-
velopment. He is primarily responsible for presenting the 
OG mandate to businesses that are looking for solutions 
but unfamiliar with genomics. He facilitates mutually 
beneficial partnerships among academic researchers, 
businesses, and end users; identifies sources of project 
funding; and provides consulting services to enhance cli-
ents’ products using genomic tools.

Simultaneously, Dr. Mane has been designing and 
developing a diagnostic medical device. Beginning with 
independent research, he came up with an idea, re-
viewed literature, searched patents, applied for grants, 
and created a prototype on his own time and money. He 
was eventually able to partner with a hematology director 
at the children’s hospital in Washington, DC to conduct 
validation studies of the device. Ultimately, after rounds 
of patent rejections and appeals, this multi-year process 
has resulted in an issued patent for his invention.

1. How did your graduate education prepare you 
for your career?

I always tell graduate students when applying for 
non-academic jobs that it’s not too important to dwell on 
specific techniques you’ve learned, since anyone can be 
taught a technique. You need to emphasize your other 
abilities, like a commitment to delving into the details 
of a project while still thinking about the problem at a 
high level. For instance, if your research is looking at a 
particular molecular pathway, you should still be think-
ing about its role in disease, the healthcare costs of the 
disease, quality of life for patients, and so on. 

At the same time, even though I haven’t been re-
quired to learn specific lab techniques in my current role, 
it is still vital that I understand them since I’m often in-
terfacing with scientists. However, even if you may not 
have worked directly with a technique or technology, your 
knowledge of basic jargon will enable you to read the lit-
erature and come up to speed much faster. 

Similarly, processing information effectively is one 
of the best skills PhDs can claim to have. You may not 
be able to remember details about everything, but you 
should know how to access information efficiently. 
Through your vast experiences appraising evidence in 
science, you will likely know how to sift through different 
sources, pick the best ones, and synthesize your find-
ings accordingly to inform your experiments. These are 
the same skills used in strategic planning and project 
management. You might not know exactly how to make a 
project succeed, but you maximize your chances of suc-
cess by collecting the best information to make the most 
informed decision. 
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2. What is your average day/week like? Can you 
describe a current project you are working on?

There is a lot of variation from day-to-day, or even 
week-to-week, which is an aspect I enjoy a lot. But there 
are general activities that I’m often working on: 

I reach out to companies, whom I have sometimes 
only spoken to briefly, so they can better understand the 
OG mandate and what we might be able to do for them. 
Or, I might be helping other companies that have already 
expressed interest move to the next steps. This involves 
brainstorming ideas to see what their next 6-12 months 
might look like, and, if all goes well, how we might lever-
age that into a multi-year project to benefit them. 

We often look for different funding opportunities to 
put together joint projects for companies and academic 
researchers who may have never otherwise partnered. 
As an extension, we help administer larger-scale multi-
year research grants through Genome Canada (a parent 
organization to OG) as well.

One of my proudest accomplishments has been get-
ting the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change to 
understand our mandate better and to engage with us 
more, which may also lead to a new joint research proj-
ect. I want to have an open dialogue with them, so we 
can ask them questions regarding environmental regula-
tions or approvals. This allows us to deliver high-quality 
answers and solutions to our clients, which helps them 
adjust their development strategy and time frames. It’s 
not easy for businesses to get feedback like that, so this 
is a value proposition that we can now start providing to 
our clients. 

One example of our partnerships was investigating 
tools to improve the surface area for beneficial bacteria 
to grow in wastewater, so they can provide natural filtra-
tion functions. This biological treatment alternative is 
particularly useful for remote communities that can’t af-
ford mechanical treatment plants or chemically treated 
water. We secured some of our own funds for this project 
as well as three external sources, and it has been doing 
well so far. A more recent project involved a team that 
wanted to develop DNA reagents (aptamers) to detect 
pathogenic oocysts in water to determine whether it is 
potable or needs to be treated. 

3. What is your favourite and least favourite part 
about the job?

My favourite is the diversity of tasks. We can’t con-
trol which companies might find us, so they can range 
from established businesses to small companies or even 
startups. As a result, we use a common set of tools but 
we’re always being asked to do different things. The 
variability means we are applying our skillset differently 

based on a client’s background and particular goals. 
I also like that management is encouraging of pro-

fessional growth and taking initiative. They’ve given me 
more freedom compared to previous positions, and I re-
ally appreciate that they’ve put that trust in me. 

The downsides are limited compared to other posi-
tions I’ve had. One of my earlier positions had a lot of 
reporting requirements, so I ended up spending a signifi-
cant portion of time capturing all my activities into weekly 
and monthly reports. There is a bit of administrative work 
in every job, since all organizations need to keep records, 
but there is not as much of it at OG in my experience. 

4. What is the current demand for MSc or PhD 
students in your field?

At OG, I believe all the other managers have PhDs. In 
fact, over half of our office has a PhD. It might not be a 
requirement, but it is definitely noticed by our board and 
our partners that the due diligence and level of review 
we provide is thorough and unique. We are a team of 
scientists who transitioned into more business-oriented 
roles but still have that analytical rigor earned from our 
previous education. 

In terms of the larger industry, it depends on the 
specific area. In the innovation ecosystem, like many of-
fices in the MaRS tower, there are a lot of MSc and PhD 
students. This is because you have to understand the 
technology to know if it is truly innovative or just duplica-
tive of existing technologies. A scientist might approach 
you believing their invention to be an improvement, but 
you now have to read highly technical patents to be able 
to evaluate the technical and commercial merits of their 
claim at a deeper level. 

With that being said, you must determine for your-
self if graduate school is the best way to get where you 
want to go. There is an opportunity cost associated with 
graduate school, and it’s important to look at your op-
tions to make an informed decision. If you are unable to 
commit to a PhD it might be possible to still build techni-
cal skills by other means, such as free online courses, 
seminars, weekend coding camps, blogging, etc. 

5. Do you have any advice for current graduate 
students who would like to envisage a similar 
career-path?

My advice would be to take the time to learn outside 
of traditional academia. Your resume talks about your 
academic skills, but in business it helps to build a portfo-
lio of your actual work. This portfolio should demonstrate 
that you have initiative, and show things you have done 
in areas of interest outside of your research. In my case, 
I had no formal business training, but I was passionate 
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about innovation and entrepreneurship. I took advan-
tage of opportunities to attend courses and seminars on 
these subjects, and I put the knowledge to practical use 
in my ongoing journey of developing a clinical device.

However, your portfolio pieces don’t have to be suc-
cesses, and can be anything that demonstrates your in-
terest, initiative, and commitment. As an example, you 
might have written a blog post about biotechnology and 
conducted research into a particular company to evalu-
ate their product’s novelty in the market. The subject 
material doesn’t even have to be related directly to your 
research. If there is some aspect of business you are 
passionate about, there is no reason you can’t build a 
body of knowledge in that on your own time. It may not 
be the same quality as a professional market report, but 
it still shows that you put yourself out there and people 
will credit you for making the attempt.

People are looking for what makes you different from 
other candidates, so you’ve got to give yourself an edge.
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Interview with Dr.  Angela 
McDonald:
Manager at McKinsey & Company
By Pedrum Mohammadi-Shemirani

Dr. Angela McDonald is an engagement manager at 
McKinsey & Company, a global management consulting 
firm, where she specializes in the pharmaceutical, medi-
cal device, and biotechnology sectors. She completed 
her PhD in Biomedical Engineering at the University of 
Toronto in the Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical 
Engineering. Her thesis was related to regenerative med-
icine, and trying to understand gene regulatory networks 
that drive cell fate in different stem cell populations. 

Using a team approach, McKinsey specializes in 
helping clients solve complex problems and capture op-
portunities. As an engagement manager, Dr. McDonald 
primarily manages and coordinates the on-the-ground 
team, which typically consists of 2-5 consultants. She 
ensures everyone has the resources needed to complete 
their tasks and integrates each individual workstream 
into cohesive recommended actions for the client. She 
also meets with senior leadership and partners at the 
firm who guide the team’s problem-solving approach. In 
addition, Dr. McDonald manages the relationship with 
the client, being the primary point-of-contact for the 
sponsor from the client’s organization.

1. How did your graduate education prepare you 
for your career?

I think it helped two-fold. The first aspect was the 
problem-solving skills you develop in graduate school. 
You learn to be very analytical but pragmatic in your 
problem-solving during a PhD, which is something I use 
every day here. The teams are often multi-disciplinary 
with people from all types of backgrounds, and the PhD 
training really helps give me a solid analytical base. 

The second aspect comes from the fact that I work 
in the same area as my PhD, so I’m able to apply my 
background knowledge. As a result, I’m able to have 
thoughtful conversations with the scientists and R&D 
departments about the work they are doing and under-
stand it at a deeper level, or participate in work related 

to a medical device or therapeutic molecules technical 
properties and feasibility. There are many PhDs who 
work in areas unrelated to their thesis though, so while 
they might not use their content knowledge they will still 
use their analytical skills. 

2. What is your average day/week like? Can you 
describe a current project you are working on?

I’ll paint the average week. All of my work is done 
in the US or Europe. Not everyone at McKinsey travels 
each week but my Monday mornings begin at the airport, 
where I’m catching my flight to wherever I’m working for 
that week, usually in Texas, Boston, New York, or Paris. 
During this time, I’m usually calling my team members 
in different time zones, and getting everything organized 
for the week. 

From Monday to Thursday, we are with the client. I 
might be having meetings with them, problem-solving 
sessions with the team and our partners, sorting out 
logistics, and providing support for my team. The days 
on-site will end around 7PM, at which point we will eat 
dinner together and I will do a few more hours of work in 
the evening. 

On Thursday, I fly back to Toronto. My Fridays are 
spent at the Toronto office catching up with people here, 
and on calls with my team and different clients.

Even though I’m not in academia anymore, I still like 
to be close to science. One of the coolest projects I did 
was for a client in Europe. They have an innovative medi-
cal device that could potentially be used for a bunch of 
applications, but the client wasn’t sure what the best 
route was. I spoke with lots of different surgeons to un-
derstand the problem areas in their procedures, and if 
there was any room for this device to reduce complica-
tions. In the end, we came up with 10 potential applica-
tions based on doctors’ unmet needs that had reason-
able market potential, which we presented to the client. 
The client went back to the lab to conduct additional 
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tests to narrow the list based on the technical feasibility 
of each application. Now I’m going back to help them 
think through the development and commercialization 
model to get their product to the clinic.

3. What is your favourite and least favourite part 
about the job?

My favourite part of the job is all of the learning, 
which is what I enjoyed about graduate school too. At 
McKinsey, for 6 weeks I might be working on applications 
of new polymer technology, then switch to ophthalmolo-
gy and the major innovations in its therapeutics, followed 
by vaccines and the technology platforms being used to 
improve efficacy, or neuroscience and its most promising 
areas for developing Alzheimer’s drugs. You’re constantly 
thinking about new technologies and therapeutic areas, 
and what markets might look like with these advances.

Everyone definitely works very hard here, but I per-
sonally don’t dislike that. I would have to say my least 
favourite part of the job is when I have to wake up at 
4:30AM on Monday morning to catch a flight. We don’t 
do that every week, but on some occasions it’s neces-
sary.

4. What is the current demand for MSc or PhD 
students in your field?

We hire a lot of advanced professional degrees, 
which include PhD degree holders. We value the strong 
analytical skills you develop in these graduate school 
programs, and we are always looking for smart people 
who can conceptualize and analyze complex problems. 

The traditional track to business consulting is gradu-
ating with an undergraduate degree and entering into a 
business analyst role, or an advanced professional de-
gree into an associate role. MSc students usually come 
in at the business analyst level, but we hire lots of Mas-
ter’s students as well.

5. Do you have any advice for current graduate 
students who would like to envisage a similar 
career path?

I’d say to just get out there and talk to people. Start 
building your network. Talk to people who are working as 
consultants to really understand what the job is. I know 
it took me a while to wrap my head around what it means 
to be a consultant. The interview process is pretty rigor-
ous and it takes effort to prepare for, so you should eval-
uate whether it’s something you want to do. Once you’ve 
made your decision, you can put all your effort into the 
interview. A portion of the interview is a case interview, 
where you will be presented with a business problem. 
This might be a foreign concept to students from science 
backgrounds, so it’s helpful to meet people who you 
can practice with and learn from.  McKinsey knows not 
everyone is familiar with case studies so we have prep 
materials available (http://www.mckinsey.com/careers/
interviewing) and recruiters are willing to coach candi-
dates as well.
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Interview with Dr. Kripa Raman:
Research Associate at Cornerstone 
Research Group
By Pedrum Mohammadi-Shemirani

Dr. Kripa Raman completed her PhD in Medical Sci-
ences from McMaster University, having written a the-
sis on the discovery and validation of blood-based RNA 
markers to differentiate between subtypes of stroke 
and predict their prognosis. Prior to this, she received 
a BSc in Molecular Biology and Genetics with a minor 
in Biochemistry, also from McMaster University. She is 
currently a research associate at Cornerstone Research 
Group, a consulting firm in Burlington that specializes in 
evidence-based market access solutions for pharmaceu-
tical and biotechnology products.

1. How did your graduate education prepare you 
for your career?

My thesis projects involved big data, which required 
me to deepen my understanding of statistics and intro-
duced me to R, a programming language for statistical 
computing and graphics. The ability to understand and 
write code is very valuable in my current position. More 
generally, my graduate education gave me opportunities 
to fine-tune my ability to critically evaluate and discuss 
scientific literature, conduct literature reviews, and to an-
swer complex questions. All of these are skills I use on a 
regular basis at Cornerstone.

2. What is your average day/week like? Can you 
describe a current project you are working on?

Each week is different depending on the project 
requirement. This week I’ve spent the first few hours of 
the day catching up on readings. Then I switch to setting 
up and programming an economic model. Intermittently 
through the day I meet with managers and/or clients to 
discuss issues, present progress, and garner feedback.  

One of my first projects at Cornerstone was a mar-
ket scan for a pharmaceutical product. This involved the 
study and interpretation of events and trends that could 
influence the market (i.e., disease epidemiology, current 

management of treatment, emerging competitors, etc.). 
This big picture view can help a company better under-
stand their customers, and identify competitors’ vulner-
abilities. 

Initially the project was a bit daunting since there 
was such a wide scope, and it was a new disease area. 
Actually, it was similar to starting a thesis! This project 
was also my first exposure to health technology assess-
ment bodies (i.e., Canadian Agency for Drugs and Tech-
nologies in Health (CADTH) and the National Institute for 
heath and Care Excellence (NICE)). These organizations 
are responsible for evaluating the efficacy and cost ef-
fectiveness of new health product. Now I’m working on 
developing clinical and economic tools to convey the im-
portance of new products to agencies like CADTH.

3. What is your favourite and least favourite part 
about the job?

During my PhD I was surprised how much I enjoyed 
the data analysis and programming aspect of my re-
search. Luckily, I have had ample opportunities to use 
these skills in my job, and even to do some new types 
of programming as well. I also really enjoy collaborating 
with clients, and the variety in projects. 

My least favourite aspect is writing and editing large 
reports, but it’s an important and necessary part of most 
jobs. 

4. What is the current demand for MSc or PhD 
students in your field?

In general, the job market in health economics 
seems pretty good. The cost of healthcare is a hot topic 
right now, which makes cost effectiveness and budget 
impact analyses that much more important for pharma-
ceutical and biotechnology companies trying to get reim-
bursement. 
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In terms of educational background, the majority of 
my co-workers have graduate degrees (MSc or PhD). The 
job requires the ability to critically evaluate scientific lit-
erature, which is a skill often developed in grad school. 

5. Do you have any advice for current graduate 
students who would like to envisage a similar 
career path?

I would suggest learning more about the role of gov-
ernment and health technology agencies. Reading some 
of the drug recommendations by CADTH, for example, 
will help you to become familiar with the clinical evalua-
tions and the economic language. 
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Interview with Dr. Laurence 
MacPhie:
Partner at Bereskin & Parr LLP
By Pedrum Mohammadi-Shemirani

Dr. Laurence MacPhie is a partner at Bereskin & 
Parr LLP, a leading Canadian intellectual property law 
firm. He received his undergraduate degree in Biochem-
istry from the University of Waterloo and his PhD in 
Human Genetics at Oxford University, where his thesis 
work focused on elucidating the genetics behind com-
plex traits, particularly identifying the genes influencing 
ADHD, dyslexia, and other cognitive disorders. During 
his studies, he began to notice a gap between scientists 
working in genetics and others working on the legal and 
social issues surrounding the emergence of new genetic 
technologies. This spurred him to return to Canada and 
complete his law degree at the University of Toronto. He 
now works as a patent agent and lawyer specializing in 
the life sciences, and has lectured on various topics re-
lating to commercialization and patent law at Canadian 
universities.

1. How did your graduate education prepare you 
for your career?

My graduate education provided a great foundation 
for a career in patent law. Patent lawyers and patent 
agents typically have at least an undergraduate level de-
gree in science or engineering. However, graduate-level 
research can provide a deeper understanding of the sci-
entific process that comes from developing a research 
program and carrying out experiments. That background 
is very useful for understanding new technologies and 
working on patent applications – even if the new tech-
nology is in a different field than your previous research.  

I also find that inventors appreciate talking to some-
one who has spent time in a lab and understands how 
difficult it can be to carry out research and produce data 
to support an invention.  A graduate degree also gives 
you certain amount of credibility with clients and can 
help establish expertise in a particular area. 

2. What is your average day/week like? Can you 
describe a current project you are working on?

Generally, I spend 50% of my time dealing with the 
Canadian patent office on behalf of foreign companies, 
often from Europe, the United States, or Japan, help-
ing those companies secure patent rights in Canada. I 
spend the other 50% of my time helping Canadian cli-
ents, such as biotechnology companies, or hospitals and 
universities engaged in technology transfer, draft patent 
applications and/or create a patent strategy that is suit-
able for them. 

The specifics of each strategy are highly dependent 
on the type of client and technology they are seeking to 
commercialize. For instance, the right approach for a 
start-up company working on a medical device might not 
be suitable for a large pharmaceutical company or an 
inventor at a university whose research suggests a new 
diagnostic test. As a result, I spend a lot of time talking to 
clients to identify their particular needs and considering 
different options for pursuing patent protection. 

Patent lawyers often get to work on a wide variety of 
different technologies. One of our major international cli-
ents specializes in enzymes suitable for commercial and 
industrial applications, including heat-stable enzymes 
originally isolated from thermophilic bacteria. These 
kinds of enzymes can be found in a variety of products, 
such as laundry detergents, where they have to be capa-
ble of tolerating extreme heat and denaturing conditions 
without losing their function. 

We have also been involved from the beginning help-
ing a Canadian biotechnology company obtain intellectu-
al property for a peptide with anti-cancer properties. The 
peptide is now in clinical trials and has shown positive 
results in patients with solid tumors. Patent protection is 
very important for companies trying to develop therapeu-
tic agents and can help secure the necessary funding for 
running clinical testing and R&D.  
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3. What is your favourite and least favourite part 
about the job?

I enjoy working at the interface between scientific re-
search and commercialization. Many of our clients have 
really interesting technology or are working on cutting-
edge research and development. As a patent lawyer, I 
am no longer involved in research, but I still get to work 
with inventors on scientific projects and try to move that 
research into the commercial arena. 

My least favourite part of the job is the administra-
tive tasks that are an essential part of running a law 
practice.  Patent law involves a lot of critical deadlines 
that require careful time management, as well as work-
ing late or on weekends. It can be a demanding profes-
sion but is also very rewarding.  

4. What is the current demand for MSc or PhD 
students in your field?

There is always a demand for good people in intel-
lectual property and patent law. The field isn’t growing as 
fast as it used to, but it is unlikely to diminish in impor-
tance over the years. 

Law school is a significant investment of time and 
money, but is necessary if you wish to practice law.  Law 
school can also open doors to practice areas other than 
intellectual property.  I know lawyers with graduate de-
grees in the sciences who went to law school with the 
intention of practicing patent law, but are now working as 
criminal lawyers or corporate lawyers. 

Becoming a patent agent is a separate qualification 
from becoming a lawyer and allows you to represent cli-
ents before the Canadian Patent Office. It is not neces-
sary to be a lawyer in order to become a patent agent, 
but you must have trained in the field for at least two 
years before writing a series of exams to qualify for the 
certification. The field is competitive and there are typi-
cally only a small number of companies or firms looking 
to train patent agents each year, so it largely requires a 
graduate degree, such as a PhD, and a healthy dose of 
luck.

Some larger companies may also be looking for peo-
ple with a technical background to help manage their 
intellectual property or become intellectual property spe-
cialists. Companies often recruit for those types of jobs 
internally or may look externally to try and find someone 
with a strong technical background (such as a graduate 
degree) and some legal or patent experience. 

5. Do you have any advice for current graduate 
students who would like to envisage a similar 
career path?

Graduate school is a great time to start networking 
and gain exposure to as many different opportunities 
as possible.   A graduate degree is a good indication of 
technical competence, but having some additional ex-
perience relevant to law and/or commercialization will 
help set you apart.  One suggestion I have is to try to 
get involved in any capacity with your university’s tech-
nology transfer office. The field of intellectual property is 
somewhat obscure and any kind of concrete experience 
working with patents is valuable, either on a law school 
application or a resume.  

Furthermore, experience with entrepreneurship or in 
a business environment is great for people interested in 
patent law. Entrepreneurship is not for everyone, but ex-
perience helping run a small business or trying to launch 
a new company (even if not a tech company) is a useful 
addition to the technical education provided by a gradu-
ate degree.
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Interview with Dr.  Alexis Carere:
Manager at Ontario Genomics

By Pedrum Mohammadi-Shemirani

Dr. Alexis Carere is a postdoctoral research fellow 
and genetic counsellor in the Genetic and Molecular 
Epidemiology Laboratory, led by Dr. Guillaume Paré, in 
the Department of Pathology and Molecular Medicine at 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada.

Her previous education includes an ScD in Epide-
miology from the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public 
Health, an MS in Genetic Counseling from the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro,  an MA in Philosophy 
from Western University, and an HBSc in Genetics from 
Western University. 

Her current position comprises both clinical and re-
search roles. On the clinical side, she provides genetic 
assessment and counselling of patients with suspected 
hereditary cardiovascular disease at the Hamilton Gen-
eral Hospital Lipids Genetics Clinic. Meanwhile, her pri-
mary  academic research is focused on using genetic 
epidemiology and statistical genetics methods, such as 
Mendelian randomization, to identify novel causal blood 
biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease.

1. How did your graduate education prepare you 
for your career?

In some ways my graduate training was very specific: 
I have a Master of Science in Genetic Counselling, and 
I am now a board-certified genetic counsellor; I have a 
Doctor of Science in Epidemiology, and I am now a post-
doctoral fellow in Epidemiology. That said, my graduate 
training has also turned out to be interrelated and com-
plementary. My experience in genetic counselling and 
clinical care has informed my work in epidemiology, and 
given me the ability to carve out a research space for 
myself that is unique. My training in epidemiology and 
biostatistics has helped me be a better genetic counsel-
lor, because I am able to critically evaluate the relevant 
science that forms the basis of our profession, in order 
to provide evidence-based care. I also have a Master of 
Arts in Philosophy, and that has been foundational for 

me as I think about and address (in both patient care 
and research) the bioethical issues inherent to medical 
genetics. 

2. What is your average day/week like? Can you 
describe a current project you are working on?

Every day and every week is a little bit different! 
Some days I am in clinic, so I am seeing patients with 
suspected genetic disease (in my current setting, that 
means patients with a history of cardiovascular disease 
– heart attack or stroke – that is strikingly young, re-
current, or seems to run in the family). Other days I am 
working with a team to review the results of our exome 
sequencing research, in which we try to identify the mo-
lecular causes of some of the cases we see in the clinic. 
In addition to evaluating individual cases, we are always 
trying to improve the way this research is done, and think-
ing about how best to integrate genetic sequencing into 
clinical care. I am also often conducting epidemiological 
research, which means performing statistical analyses 
on the computer, and then writing up the results of the 
analyses as scientific papers. Right now I’m working on 
an analysis of blood biomarkers for Alzheimer disease. 
Being a postdoctoral fellow involves a lot of hours spent 
in front of the computer, designing and tweaking analy-
ses, and trying to figure out how best to present your find-
ings to the research community.  

3. What is your favourite and least favourite part 
about the job?

My favourite part is working with patients, and help-
ing them to engage with genetics and genetics research. 
My second favourite part is attending scientific confer-
ences, where I get to meet lots of cool people and learn 
the newest science. My least favourite part is probably 
endless revisions of papers, both before submission and 
after review. Meeting journal formatting requirements 
can be really tedious, and trying to stay true to the paper 
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you want to write while addressing reviewer suggestions 
can sometimes be a challenge. At least on the other end 
of it all, there is usually a publication, so it is well-reward-
ed work!

4. What is the current demand for MSc or PhD 
students in your field?

Genetic counsellors in Canada and the United States 
are required to train through an accredited program, and 
to pass their country’s certification exam, so the demand 
for specific training is high within the profession. More 
generally, the job market for genetic counsellors is ex-
cellent in both countries (many counsellors move back 
and forth between the two during training and employ-
ment, or even work remotely across borders). You don’t 
need a doctorate to be a genetic counsellor; on the other 
hand, the past few years have seen an increase in ge-
netic counsellors obtaining doctorates, and an increase 
in the career opportunities open to them. The neat thing 
is that a genetic counsellor could go in a lot of different 
directions with doctoral training – molecular genetics, 
psychology, epidemiology, counselling, etc. – which each 
open up different career paths. There are opportunities 
throughout academic research, clinical care, and indus-
try. 

5. Do you have any advice for current graduate 
students who would like to envisage a similar 
career path?

Talk to a genetic counsellor! In fact, talk to differ-
ent genetic counsellors, working in different industries 
or settings. We used to talk about “traditional” versus 
“non-traditional” genetic counselling jobs, but that’s re-
ally an outdated way of looking at things. Today, becom-
ing a genetic counsellor doesn’t have to mean signing up 
to provide reproductive genetic counselling to expectant 
couples (unless you want to!), so you may get a narrow 
view of the profession if you only speak with prenatal 
counsellors, for example. As it pertains to your interests, 
try contacting and even shadowing someone who works 
in a prenatal or pediatric clinic; someone who primarily 
sees adult patients or works on a research study; some-
one who works in a laboratory or industry setting; or 
someone who works in public health outreach (e.g., edu-
cation). Prepare for your application and interviews by 
delving into the genetic counselling literature and recent 
genetics news to see what’s happening at the edges of 
the profession, where there is so much new and exciting 
growth.
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